SITCH Albert Howard
Name: Albert Howard Sitch
Born:

16 May 1917

Rank:

RAF Airman

Service Number: 1171677
Regiment/Unit: 153 Maintenance
Unit, RAF
Died: 31 July 1961
Pre-War:
Albert was born and raised in Bordesley Green, Birmingham and, because his father
was called Albert, he was always known as Howard.

Wartime experience:
In early 1940, Howard joined the RAF and became an airman attached to the 153
Maintenance Unit. He did his initial training at
Hednesford, Cannock Chase, Staffordshire. On 16
November 1940, he married Joyce, the girl next door,
whilst home on leave. Shortly afterwards he was posted
to the Far East – Joyce didn’t see him again for almost
5 years.
On arriving in the Far East his maintenance unit was
based in Selata; they were taken prisoner at
Tasikmalaja, Java on 8 March 1942. Howard was later
moved to Jakarta and then onto Surabaya. After a period of time he was shipped out
to the island of Haruka and then finally went on to Changi, where he remained until his
release on 2 September 1945.

Civilian life after return:
Howard returned home in late 1945, a very poorly man. He resumed his career as
an Engineering Scale Maker and, he must have been pretty good at what he did as
in 1952 he was sent to Kampala, Uganda to set up a factory over there.
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Sadly, for the remainder of his life Howard did not enjoy the best of health and in
1959/60 he was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s Disease and passed away on 31 July 1961
at the age of 44.

Left: a photo of a pencil sketch done by a fellow
prisoner in June 1942.
The artist's signature CB or BC Ian, Howard’s son can’t
find out who drew this.

The wording above has been provide by Ian Sitch (son).
Ian was given the above information by his fathers’ friend and fellow prisoner,
Rouse Voisey, who recorded a piece to camera which is played in the FEPOW museum at
the National Memorial Arboretum.
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